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Who are anti-vaccine influencers?



In-degree
In-degree

Out-degree

https://twitter.com/Notyour28981739/status/1481311448395653135
https://twitter.com/ClareCraigPath/status/1466051055515574273




“Influentials, by definition, are relatively rare—here 
they constitute just 10% of the population—thus they 
are necessarily more difficult to locate than average 
individuals and possibly more difficult to mobilize also”

https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/518527


Seed list of 30 anti-vax users
selected by health experts 

https://twitter.com/i/lists/1333771036274331654/members

https://twitter.com/i/lists/1333771036274331654/members




https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/9620477/

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/9620477/






Design of Agent-based Model Simulation
■ Why

– High volume and velocity of real-world data
– Lack of  access to “God view” data

■ Goal
– To mimic misinformation spread on Twitter
– To test our proposed strategy of exploring and finding influencers

■ How
– Nodes: 500
– Messages: 50



Parallel to real world dynamics
1. Among all users, only a small portion is popular.

2. In a specific topic, there is usually a group of users who are 

very active.

5 Node’s attribute: willingness

3 Each message starts from one user.

4 Message’s attribute: fakeness

4 Node’s attribute: credibility

1 and 2  Node’s attribute: 
popularity

3. A message always roots from one “news maker” originally.

4. In a fake news community, most of users believe in it, fake 

news usually spreads more broadly than true news; there 

are very few authorities may get involved, who won’t 

spread misinformation.

5. Users who have higher level of willingness may have higher 

probability to retweet the posts.



Simulation settings
■ Nodes: users, 500

– Popularity: [0,1], denotes the popularity of this node, eg. number of followers
– Willingness: [0,1], the willingness of this node to retweet a message
– Credibility: [-1,1], a higher (positive) value denotes higher tendency to share true 

news, a lower (negative) value denotes higher tendency to share fake news. 
Purposely define 1% nodes with very high credibility (stands for CDC, FDA…), the 
rest follow a long-tail distribution (tail on -1).

■ Messages: 50, each message starts from one of the top 10 popular users
– Fakeness: [-1,1], -1 denotes a completely true news, 1 denotes a completely fake 

news



Distribution of Node Attributes



Network Construction

If willingness(j) + popularity(i) - credibility(j) * fakeness(m) >= threshold 
    node i -> node j with a probability prob1; 
Otherwise,
    node i -> node j with a probability prob2

Eg. A popular user(i) made up 
and posted a rumor…

User i:
Pop: 0.9
Will: 0.7

Cred: -0.8 

i

j

User j:
Pop: 0.3
Will: 0.5

Cred: -0.4 

Message 1:
Fake: 0.8

0.5 + 0.9 – (-0.4) * 0.8 = 1.72 >= 1.5

Threshold = 1.5
Prob1 = 0.05

Prob2 = 0.005
k

User k:
Pop: 0.5
Will: 0.8

Cred: 0.3 

0.8 + 0.9 – 0.3* 0.8 = 1.46 < 1.5Message 2:
Fake: -0.8

0.5 + 0.9 – (-0.4) * (-0.8) = 1.08 < 1.5

0.8 + 0.9 – 0.3* (-0.8) = 1.94 >= 1.5

Prob1 = 0.05

Prob2 = 0.005

Prob2 = 0.005

Prob1 = 0.05

Q: How does a message spread among users? (how do we create edges between nodes?)



Edge generation process

• 50 fake news messages (fakeness 
in [0,1]) starting from one of the top 
10 popular users

• For each news, stop spreading 
when no new edges can be 
generated in one iteration

• We also tried adding 3 true news, 
which didn't spread far in this 
network



The correlation between different features of the whole retweet network

In and Out

Degrees 

distributions

Simulation results



Exploring the network using a random walk

1. Select N users as the first generation (G1).

2. Search the retweet messages of G1, and related retweeted users. Then, we can 
generate the retweet network where G1 users connect with new users.

3. Apart from N G1 users, select M new users in the retweet network based on 
users' in-degree. These M new users becomes G2 users.

4. Repeat step 2: Search the retweet messages of G1 and G2, and related 
retweeted users. Then, select M new users among the new users as G3 users.

5. With the same logic, we can create K generations.

6. Finally, we search the re-tweet messages of all K generations’ users, and related 
retweeted new users. 



Snowball sampling to explore the graph

Simulation data:

• 500 users

• 3660 links

• 50 different messages

Exploration:

• Randomly select 10 users as G1

• Adding new 20 users who has most in-degree as the next generation users

• Total 5 generations (total 90 users) 



The impact of the number of new added users in each generation on the number of high poluarity users found.

Exploration:
① Randomly select 10 users as G1. ②Adding new X users in each generation. ③ Total 5 generations (total 10 + 4X users). 

Results:

Sensitivity analysis 

The top 10 popularity users are always 

can be found.

The most number of top 20 popularity 

users can be found is 16.



Summary 
■ It is difficult to investigate misinformation spreading on social media using the 

real-world data due to lack of access to high volume, high velocity data.

■ We proposed a link analysis method for finding and ranking influencers
a. Start with a seed list of influencers and snowball sample to iteratively grow the 

sample
b. Create a model representing three properties of agents (popularity, willingness, 

credibility) and generate graphs by spreading 50 messages in a simulation
c. Rank influencers by the nodes' in-degree

– Simulation found the top 10 and 16 out of top 20 popular nodes
■ A estimator for influence:

■ Influence  = (in-degree/out-degree) * total-degree * generation*100



Future Direction 

■ Estimate the Influence and Credibility values for all nodes in the simulation

■ Re-apply agent based model method on analyze empirical networks to 

automate/augment social network analysis with heuristics:
a. What cutoff (in-degree threshold) should be used for adding users into the sample?

b. How to identify high credibility actors and spawn a subgraph/community? 

■ Build a data pipeline for seeding, sampling, capturing, and visualizing temporal 

graphs of any controversial discourse on social media in real time


